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EOSC needs e-infrastructures

• Focus of EOSC so far on FAIR data and related services
• Services need e-infrastructures as support
• EOSC core (EOSC EU node) needs federated infrastructure
• Vision: Workflows in EOSC
• Development from institutional, to national, to European level (first make sure to be able to share resources on institutional then national, then international level)
The e-IRG - EOSC connection

- which e-infras can / want / will provide services to EOSC (under which condition?)
- view of e-infras in the context of the European Data Spaces
- general advice of e-IRG on the future of EOSC

- e-IRG - EOSC SB liaison group
- ESFRI - EOSC task force (with e-IRG as observer)
- e-IRG e-Infrastructures coordination meetings

- e-IRG most relevant when it made specific and timely recommendations
Merci !